FORWARD
I am one of the lucky ones. I LOVE all dairy 2products. And I’m really really fortunate that
dairy doesn’t give me a hard time. But my wife… not so much. The struggle is real in our
household. And I want to begin by saying thank you, Lactaid, for helping people enjoy life.
Because a life without pizza and chocolate milkshakes is no life at all.

Are We Friends Yet?

APPROACH
I like to shoot live action stories that focus on family
and real life. I also like to laugh, because I’m not a
robot.

Hit The Road
Dairy Pain!

I’d like to infuse the informal YouTube style of
someone like Grace Helbig into these videos. She can
be so silly, sincere and wonderful all at the same time.
WATCH THIS LINK!
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I see this as taking place in a beautiful bright kitchen
with an outrageously fun spokeswoman (Mom) who
can make us smile while she walks us through cold
hard facts about milk. Who wouldn’t be smiling at the
prospect of pain free ice-cream?
I want to utilize overhead shots of the table or counter
Mom is standing in front of to convey the finer details.
Our host can flip through graphic slides on an iPad as
she pontificates. Some of the slides can have lil
animations to make people be like “ooooh those facts
are flyin’ all around!”

APPROACH

DESIGN THOUGHTS
Because we have a lot of information to present, I
want to create a unified graphic style that blends into
the Lactaid design ecosystem - and could be used as
stills throughout social platforms. The look should feel
clean, playful and poppy.
But there are more than just graphics to these videos.
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I want to use overhead and low angle close ups to
shoot B Roll of various foods and Lactaid products
we might discuss. These should also be graphically
composed to be able to work with onscreen type. I
will always look for opportunities to use rich, colorful
and delicious food garnishes and kitchen
accouterment. Blueberries, strawberries, green herbs,
colorful placemats, hip wood cutting boards and a
cool slate cheese plates. This is as much a food shoot
as anything else and we want the style to feel
elevated and warm.

Drink Me!

APPROACH

Mmm… Close Ups

CASTING & PERFORMANCE
Our lead lady is über important and needs to charm the living crap out of us with comedy and wit.
It’s important to me that she’s natural and sincere (pretty is a plus too). She should be so
interesting and conversational that we would watch her for 90 seconds without cutting away.
I want to make this relatable, so we either get a really good actor - or someone who actually deals
with dairy intolerance issues. Genuineness, compassion and ability to laugh at the dairy pain are all
attributes I want to see from her.
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Here is a sample of actual actresses I have worked with that are great. But I think a proper casting
call and collaborative effort is in order.

I Have All The
Dairy Secrets

SCRIPTING
I think the key here is to make the script entertaining
AND educational.
I’ll look to make the talking points conversational by
using anecdotes, characters and metaphors.
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“For some people Lactose is like a mean bully at
school. No matter how nice your are, he’s always
punching you in the gut and making you super
bloated.” “Lactaid Fast Act is like the cool teacher,
breaking up the fight and making everyone best
friends!”
This will help keep the tone light and fun while
subliminally teaching people everything there is to
know about dairy!

Don’t Be Weary
Of Dairy!

You Know What Goes
Real Good With Cookies?

PRODUCTION
A super-team will be assembled, helmed by yours truly. I’ve been directing commercials and
videos for the past 8 years and editing them for over 10.
My plan would be to hire a small group of creative geniuses to give us the best camera and lenses
on the market, a few lights, good sound, a food stylist / art director, a hilariously charming
spokeswoman and a beautiful kitchen to shoot it all in. I will have already created (and you will
have approved) the design slides that will guide and illustrate our talking points.
Then I’ll press the edit button and *voila* 5 videos2 complete. Ship it!

I Won’t Do A Body Bad, Promise

PARTING CURDS
It would be a huge pleasure to help bring these videos to life for you.
Thank you for the opportunity!
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